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(Jackendoff 2002; Sharwood & Truscott 2014)



a) V ofise est’ kakoj-to koshelek

i kontor finns någon-NOM handväska-NOM 

‘Det ligger en/någon handväska på kontoret.’

b) * V ofise est’ etot/tvoj koshelek / ona / Anders

i kontor finns den/din-NOM handväskaNOM / hon /Anders

‘Det ligger den/din handväska / hon / Anders på kontoret’



a) Mal’c ̌ik ukusil sobaku. SOV

pojke-NOM bet hund-ACC 

‘En pojke/-n bet en hund/-en’

b) Mal’c ̌ika ukusil sobaka. OVS

pojke-ACC bet hund-NOM 

‘En hund bet en pojke/-n’



a) Za dverju slys ̌alsja golos z ̌ens ̌c ̌iny

bakom dörr hördes röst-N.NOM kvinna-N.GEN

‘En kvinnas/Kvinnans röst hördes bakom dörren.’ 

b) Za dverju slys ̌alsja z ̌enskij golos

bakom dörr hördes kvinna-A.NOM röst-N.NOM 

‘En kvinnas röst hördes bakom dörren.’

(‘En kvinnlig röst hördes bakom dörren.’)
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“[...] English has no semantics. Learning English isn’t learning a theory
about what its sentences mean, it’s learning how to associate its
sentences with the corresponding thoughts.” (Fodor 1998: 9)



Implicit kunskap och inlärning

The little boy patted gi tiger in the zoo (gi = the-near)

(Williams 2005; Leung & Williams 2012, 2014)

Blev informerad …

Nära Avlägsen

Blev inte 
informerad …

Animat Gi Ro

Inanimat Ul Ne



18 Anders Agebjörn

26 learners produced at least one 2-point explanation. One learner stood out in scor-
ing 2 for all six explanations (Explicit knowledge = 1.00), but the average Explicit
knowledge value was 0.25 (sd = 0.22).

4.3 The relation between explicit and implicit knowledge

There is no correlation between the Explicit knowledge variable and any of the
two variables obtained from the implicit task: Accuracy (r(24) = .10; p = 0.628) and
Suppliance * Accuracy (r(24) = .22; p = 0.292). This lack of association is visualised
in Figure 3. As can be seen, a few learners seem to have some explicit knowledge
that they apparently do not use in the implicit task. On an interface account, these
learners have not yet automatised their explicit knowledge. As can also be seen,
several learners use articles fairly accurately despite no obvious explicit knowledge.
This suggests that explicit knowledge of article semantics is not a prerequisite for
implicit knowledge in this group of learners.
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Fig. 3 There is no significant correlation between the Explicit knowledge variable and any of the
two implicit task variables: Accuracy to the left and Suppliance * Accuracy to the right.

5 Discussion

The study has investigated explicit and implicit knowledge of article semantics in
26 learners of English, lacking articles in their L1s, Russian and Belarusian. The
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Språkbegåvning (language aptitude)
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4: LLAMA_B  A vocabulary learning task

background

Llama_B is a simple vocabulary learning task, which measures your ability to learn relatively 

large amounts of vocabulary in a relatively short space of time.

The program is loosely based on the original vocabulary learning subtask of Carroll  and 

Sapon (1959), but uses a completely new interface. This version no longer requires any L1 

input, so the test is suitable for use with testees of any L1. The words to be learned are 

real words taken from a Central American language, and they are arbitrarily assigned to the 

target images.

running LLAMA_B

Click on the LLAMA_B icon. This opens the program, and presents you with the screen 

below.

All the LAT programs share a set of common design features. 

The panel immediately below the program title contains any parameters that you may wish 

to vary before you start test. For LLAMA_B there are two parameters that you can adjust.
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5: LLAMA_D   A sound recognition task

background

Llama_B is a new task that does not appear in the work of Carroll and Sapon (1959). It is 

designed to test if you can recognise short stretches of spoken language that you were 

exposed to a short while previously.

The program is loosely based on work by Service (e.g.Service 1992; Service and Kohonen 

1995) and it also owes something to Speciale (Speciale, Ellis and Bywater 2004) . These 

writers suggest that a key skill  in language ability is your ability to recognise patterns, 

particularly patterns in spoken language. If you can recognise repeated patterns, then you 

are more likely to be able to recognise words when you hear them for a second time. This 

helps you to acquire vocabulary. It also helps you to recognise the small variations in endings 

that many languages use to signal grammatical features.

The sound sequences used in this program are computer generated. The words they are 

based on are the names of flowers and natural objects in a British Columbian Indian 

language. The sounds have been synthesised using the AT&T Natural Voices (French). This 

makes for a difficult set of stimuli which are unlikely to be recognised as belonging to any 

major language family.

running LLAMA_D

Click on the Llama_D icon. This opens the program, and presents you with the screen below.LLAMA The Manual                                                                                                           12

• The box marked  controls the length of time you have to learn the links between 

the sounds you are going to hear and their spelling. The number in the box tells you 

the number of seconds you have available for the test. This is normally set at 120 

secs,  i.e.  two minutes.  You can adjust this  figure by clicking  on the up or  down 

arrows on the box.  You will not normally want to adjust the time available for the 

test. However, a very short time – e.g. 30 seconds can be useful for demonstration 

purposes, and this is the main reason why this facility is provided.

You initialise the program by entering your name in the two boxes marked . The LLAMA 

programs use this information to generate a code that identifies your personal data.

You start the program by clicking the  button in the start panel. Clicking this button 

activates the array of buttons in the main panel panel, and starts the timer.

Your task is to use the time available to you to learn how the spelling system of this 

language works. You do this by clicking on the small buttons in the  main panel.  Each button 

plays a short sound file. The text on the button tells you how that particular sound is 

written in the language.  You have two minutes for this phase of the program, and you can 

take any written notes that you need.

When program times out, you will hear a bleep to signal that you are entering the test 

phase.

Click the   button to start testing. This second phase is not timed.
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normally want to adjust the time available for the test. However, a very short time – 

e.g.  60 seconds  can  be useful  for  demonstration purposes,  and  this  is  the main 

reason why this facility is provided.

You initialise the program by entering your name in the two boxes marked . The LLAMA 

programs use this information to generate a code that identifies your personal data.

You start the program by clicking the  button in the start panel. Clicking this button 

activates the array of buttons in the main panel panel, and starts the timer.

Your task is to use the time available to you to learn as much as you can about a new 

language. You do this by clicking on the small buttons in the  main panel. For each button you 

click, a picture and a sentence that describes it will be displayed, as in the screen-shot 

below.   unak-ek  eked-ilad  is  the  sentence  that  describes  the  picture.  You  have  five 

minutes for this phase of the program, and you can take any written notes that you need.

When program times out, you will hear a bleep to signal that you are entering the test 

phase.

Click the   button to start testing. This second phase is not timed.

(Meara, 2005)



Språkbegåvning (language aptitude)

• “… aptitude would not any longer be simply a practical set of procedures
for predicting language learning success – instead it would be a vital 
insight into understanding what a language making capacity really is …” 
(Skehan 2014: 380)

• Språkbegåvning är oberoende av motivation, negativt korrelerad 
med ängslighet, och överlappande med intelligens (Li, 2016)

• Språkbegåvning, i form av en domängenerell kapacitet att lära 
sig explicit, kan mildra effekterna av en känslig period (Skehan 2014: 
377)



Språkbegåvning – olika saker

• “a set of abilities particularly useful for the learning of second languages” 
(Skehan, 2014: 367)
– Fonologiskt korttidsminne (korrelerar med musikalitet)
– Rotinlärning
– Exekutivt arbetsminne
– Induktion
– …

• Två huvudtyper (Granena 2015)

– Analytisk – explicit inlärning
– Intuitiv – implicit inlärning



Språkbegåvning och undervisning

• “… studies suggest that higher aptitude seems associated with a greater
capacity to benefit from instruction, whether this is explicit or implicit” 
(Skehan 2014: 373)

• “… it seems that participants with higher aptitude are more likely to draw
on [feedback] in the explicit condition.” (Skehan 2014: 376) 



Så hur ska vi undervisa …?

a) Siempre que fuimos a la universidad, estudiamos en la biblioteca.

’Whenever we went to the university, we ended up studying in the library.’

b) Siempre que íbamos a la universidad, estudiábamos en la biblioteca.

’Every time we went to the university, we studied in the library.’

”Needless to say, Spanish is not a translation of English. As a result, 
explanations dependent on translation equivalency will, in due course, 
meet with the inevitability of failing to account for what it seeks to 
explain with 100% accuracy.” (Rothman 2008: 83)





The Competing System Hypothesis

• “oversimplified pedagogical rules taught to L2 learners form a system of
linguistic knowledge that they use to monitor their output and, thus, 
affects their performance” (Rothman, 2008: 98)

• “pedagogical explanations would greatly benefit from understanding and 
keeping in mind the grammatical underpinnings to the preterit and 
imperfect and, to the extent that this is possible, incorporate linguistic
rules into teaching” (Rothman, 2008: 100)
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Språkdidaktikens problem

• Undervisning är helt nödvändig, men …

• Drilla!?

• Använd språket!?

• ”meaningful and communicative drills” (Krashen, 1981: 114)

– “These are activities in which students can really communicate or in which
communication is simulated” (Krashen, 1981: 104)



Motivation – ett socialt fenomen42 ron darvin and bonny norton

figure 1. (Color online) Darvin and Norton’s 2015 Model of Investment.

focus but also widening the lens: to go beyond the microstructures of power in
specific communicative events and to investigate the systemic patterns of control
that communicative events are indexical of. This dual perspective establishes the
link between the situated and the recursive, and it allows us to examine how dis-
crete events evolve into communicative practices. It is by casting a light on the
constructed nature of what is held as normative that one can find the interstices
that enable critical inquiry. We take the position that the key constructs that will
allow us to achieve this task, together with identity, are ideology and capital (see
Figure 1). These three constructs are examined in greater depth below. While
ideology has been a much contested construct in recent years, it is through an
interrogation of ideology that one can examine more closely how power manifests
itself materially in the practices of a classroom, workplace, or community; the
positioning of interlocutors; and the structuring of habitus. On the other hand, a
more fluid conception of capital that recognizes how its value shifts across spaces
enables a greater understanding of how learners gain or lose power as they lead
increasingly mobile lives.

Ideology

As globalization accelerates the flow of goods, people, ideas, and resources
(Appadurai, 1990), the lived realities of learners have also become more complex
and fraught with contradictions. Duchêne, Moyer, and Roberts (2013) point out
that while “the discourses of globalization and neoliberalism are ones of ‘mobility,’
‘flows,’ ‘flexibility’ and ‘de-regulation,’ many of the practices entailed in global-
ization are of control and regimentation” (p. 9). It is in what they call “ideological
sites” or “sites of control”—public and private institutions, nongovernmental or-
ganizations (NGOs), work site spaces—where the management of resources and
the legitimization of regulatory systems take place, and mapping out these spaces
enables an examination of the “soft, invisible, capillary force” of power (p. 10).
A more critical examination of the language acquisition process in this age of
mobility must therefore lay bare the systemic patterns of control that have been

C6 7 D 6 2 2: 2 6 2C 9CC  42 :586 8 4 6 C6  9CC 5 : 8  0
2565 7 9CC  42 :586 8 4 6 . C96 D 8 1 : 6 :CG /: 2 G 06 2C D 64C C C96 ,2 :586 , 6

(Darvin & Norton 2015)
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